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Milano - New York
Departure MXP
DL161 reference # CKRKZE

11.15 Milano Malpensa, Terminal 1
14:25 New York JFK, Terminal 3

VIP Lounge MXP
Location Malpensa West, Terminal 1
CLUB S.E.A. - SALA RESPIGHI 06:30 - 21:30 daily
Landside - proceed to the Second Floor. The Lounge is located in the main departures area, on
the right hand side close to Check-in. Check-in facilities available inside the Lounge.
CLUB S.E.A. - SALA PERGOLESI 06:00 - 22:00 daily
Airside - Central Satellite, Departure Lounge (Non-Schengen Area), close to Boarding Gates B.
Non-Schengen flights only
Arrival JFK
DL161 reference # CKRKZE

14:25 New York JFK, Terminal 3

DL2363 reference # CKRKZE

19:00 New York JFK, Terminal 2
22.11 Los Angeles, Terminal 5
Milano - New York

Departure JFK
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VIP Lounge JFK

Milano - New York

Location Terminal 4
THE LOUNGE 04:00 - 01:00 daily
Landside - Departure Level, opposite Check-in Row 1A. The Lounge is accessible to passengers on
all flights.
SWISS LOUNGE 14:30 - 20:30 daily
Landside - Departure Level, 4th Floor. The Lounge is located at the end of Check-in Row 1.
THE OASIS 04:00 - 23:30 daily
Landside - the Lounge is located before Security in the East Wing of the terminal (4E), on the 4th
Floor.
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Los Angeles

Arrival LAX
DL2363 reference # CKRKZE

22.11 Los Angeles, Terminal 5

Car Rental
Airport arriving customers should proceed to the Purple Stop outside of Baggage Claim.
All rental cars are picked up and dropped off at the Alamo rental facility, so shuttle service is
required from the airport.
The rental facility is located 3 miles from the airport on Aviation Boulevard, north of Century Boulevard
and south of Manchester Boulevard.

Pickup:
Los Angeles Intl Arpt/Shuttle (LAXT71)
9020 Aviation Blvd
Inglewood , CA 90301 US
Saturday, Feb 19, 2011 at 10:00 PM

Confirmation # 753926241
Drop off:
Los Angeles Intl Arpt/Shuttle (LAXT71)
9020 Aviation Blvd 1
Inglewood , CA 90301 US
Sunday, Feb 20, 2011 at 6:00 PM

Los Angeles

Chevrolet Equinox or similar

5

Los Angeles

6

Los Angeles

7

Accommodation
Radisson Hotel at Los Angeles Airport
6225 West Century Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(310)-670-9000
Shopping Los Angeles

100 Citadel Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90040
(323) 888-1724

Los Angeles

740 E, Ventura Blvd
Camarillo CA 93010
805 445-8520
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20m
(40m)
back to airport

US Outlet

1717 S Figueroa St
Los Angeles, CA 90015
(213) 745-7627

30m
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(2h10m)

South

West

South

West

South

South

West

Sprung’s arrive from Houston Hobby to Los Angeles
WN491

15:25 Houston Hobby
17.15 Los Angeles Int’l, Terminal 1

FJ811 reference # 3T8MGS

21:30 Los Angeles Int’l, Bradley Terminal
05:15 +2 days Nadi Int’l

Departure LAX

VIP Lounge LAX

Los Angeles

Location Tom Bradley International Terminal
RELAX LOUNGE 08:00 - 00:00 daily
Landside - Mezzanine Level. The Lounge is located in the middle of the food court area next to
the 'Daily Grill'.
SKYTEAM KAL BUSINESS CLASS LOUNGE. 08:00-13:00, 13:30-15:00, 19:00-00:00 daily
Airside - proceed through Security Control on the south side and take the lift to the 4th Floor
where the Lounge is located.
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Fiji - Viti Levu Island

Arrival NAN
FJ811 reference # 3T8MGS
Pacific Harbour
Transportation to Pacific Harbour
Apartment in Pacific Harbour

Fiji - Viti Levu Island

Enter Apartment 117 Belo Circle

10

05:15 +2 days Nadi Int’l

Waterside. This delightful family home is available to rent when the owners are not in residence. The
spacious living areas open out onto wide a wide verandah area and the pool. The house is fully
furnished, air conditioned and has Sky TV. The upstairs bedroom has queen and two single beds, an
ensuite and balcony. Down stairs one bedroom has a king, the other a queen bed. The fishing is great
from the jetty and the shops and beach are within a 15 minute walk from the house.

Fiji is still a pretty safe place for travellers. When you're in Nadi or Suva, though, do not walk around at
night, even in a group, as muggings are common. Locals catch cabs after dark in these cities and you
should do the same. Don't hitchhike; while it's commonly done by locals, as a foreigner, you're a sitting
duck for muggers. As a precaution, use a moneybelt and keep your valuables in a safe place.
While it's unlikely that you'll be robbed, it does happen, so try to keep all valuables out of sight and lock
your door while you're out or sleeping. Most resorts have a safe where you can store your moneybelt.
You can also avoid becoming utterly destitute by stashing a small amount of cash or a couple of
travellers cheques in a separate place to where the bulk is stored.
As you exit customs at Nadi airport, you'll likely be swarmed by touts who will do their best to get you
into their shuttle van and on the road to their employer's resort. It's advisable to have at least your first
night of accommodation booked, but if you're unsure of where you want to stay and want to avoid
these mobs while you consider your options, head to the FVB desk.
Sword sellers are not as common as they used to be, but if anyone becomes overly friendly, wants to
know your life story and begins carving your name on a long piece of wood, just walk away, even if they
pursue you claiming that you have to pay for the rubbishy item. If you are travelling for an extended
period you may tire of being asked where you are staying. While this is often just innocent conversation,
it can also be a way of judging how much you're going to be charged for dinner. Male travellers in
particular are likely to be approached and asked if they want marijuana.

Fiji - Viti Levu Island

Dangers & annoyances
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If you are unlucky enough to be caught in a natural disaster such as a cyclone or flood, ask locals for
advice on where to seek protection from the elements.
It’s worth remembering that sodomy and other homosexual acts remain illegal in Fiji and as such, the
police have the right to arrest and prosecute on these grounds. Public displays of affection in general are
considered offensive in Fiji; as a gay or lesbian couple, the risks of receiving unwanted attention for
outwardly homosexual behaviour are high. But gay couples who are relatively private are extremely
unlikely to have any trouble in Fiji.
If driving there are some road hazards you should be aware of.
Contrary to Fiji's image promoted overseas, many beaches, especially on the large islands, aren't great
for swimming. The fringing coral reefs often become too shallow at low tide. Avoid swimming or
snorkelling alone and be very careful of currents and tidal changes. Always seek local advice on
conditions.
Required & recommended vaccinations
If you have been in a country affected by yellow fever within six days of arriving in Fiji, you will need an
International Certificate of Vaccination for yellow fever to be allowed entry into the country.
Vaccinations are recommended for hepatitis A, hepatitis B and typhoid fever.
Car Rental
…
Tue, Mar 22nd
Leisure in the island
Wes, Feb 23rd
Leisure in the island
Thu, Feb 24th
Leisure in the island
Fri, Feb 25th
Leisure in the island
Sat, Feb 26th

Fiji - Viti Levu Island

Transportation to Lautoka Wharf
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Fiji - Nai’a Cruise

Boarding Nai’a
Boarding Nai’a at 2 pm
…
Day Schedule
06:15
07:00
09:00
10:30
12:00
14:00
…
17:30
19:00
20:30

coffee, tea, juice, toast, cereal, fruit
1st dive
breakfast
2nd dive
lunch
3rd dive
Snacks
4th dive (dusk)
dinner
5th dive (night)

Sun, Feb 27th - Mon, Mar 7th
Dive day #1
Dive day #2
Dive day #3
Dive day #4
Dive day #5
Dive day #6
Dive day #7
Dive day #8
Dive day #9
Tue, Mar 8th

Departure NAN
FJ810 reference # 3T8MGS

22:50 Nadi Int’l Airport
12:05 Los Angeles Int’l, Bradley Terminal

Fiji - Nai’a Cruise

Disembark at 9 am
Leisure in the island
Transportation to Airport
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VIP Lounge NAN

Fiji - Nai’a Cruise

Location Departure Terminal 1
ROSIE HOLIDAYS VIP LOUNGE 00.00 - 24.00 daily
Airside - after Security Checks on the Ground Floor, proceed past 'Prouds' Duty Free Shop and
take the first left after passing the escalators. The Lounge is located on the left hand side.
International flights only - Complimentary Spa services available inside the Lounge (must be
reserved at least 24 hours in advance: Tel +6796722935) - Alcoholic drinks available upon request
& subject to payment - Non-smoking.
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Los Angeles - Houston

Arrival LAX
FJ810 reference # 3T8MGS

12:05 Los Angeles Int’l, Bradley Terminal

LAX Shuttle & Airline Connections
Shuttle service is provided between terminals approximately every 12 to 15 minutes, 24 hours a day, to
assist travelers in getting from one terminal to another for airline connections (Route A) and to
transport them to the LAX Parking Lots (Route C) or to and from the Metro Green Line Aviation Station
(Route G).
To use this service, travelers should board the LAX Shuttle under the LAX Shuttle & Airline
Connections blue sign on the Lower/Arrival Level islands in front of each terminal.
Departure LAX
WN1241 reference # DN5WYB

17:50 Los Angeles Int’l, terminal 1
22:45 Houston Hobby

Location Terminal 1
US AIRWAYS CLUB 05:30 - 23:00 daily
Airside - adjacent to Gate 2.
Arrival HOU
Transportation to Sprung’s

Los Angeles - Houston

VIP Lounge LAX
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Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

Rodeo Events
Monday - Friday performances begin at 6:45 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday performances begin at 3:45 p.m.
Grand Entry
Grand Entry is the exciting opening to each and every RODEOHOUSTON performance. When the gate
opens and Show officials appear on horseback, the performance has officially begun. The winding trail of
horses, buggies, carriages, hay wagons and fire trucks, brings a colorful exhibition of Show officials,
dignitaries, sponsors, volunteers and special guests to RODEOHOUSTON fans nightly.

Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

National Anthem Salute
Reliant Stadium bursts with patriotic pride at each and every performance
as the bombs burst through the air during the breathtaking presentation
of the “Star Spangled Banner.” This spectacular lighting and indoor
fireworks display highlights the Show’s salute to the United States Flag.
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Tie-Down Roping
Long before tie-down roping (formerly calf roping) became a popular
sport in professional rodeo, cowboys were using their
lariats as a necessity on the ranch. Sick or injured calves
had to be caught so that they could receive proper
medicine and treatment.
While the objective of tie-down roping as a sport is
different than on the range, the factors for success are the
same – an experienced cowboy that is precise with a lasso
and teamwork between horse and rider.
Each roper begins behind a barrier that allows the calf a
running head start. Once out of the box, the roper’s horse
begins a quick pursuit to give the cowboy an optimal
position to rope the calf. After catching the calf, the roper
will quickly dismount his horse while the horse maintains tension on the rope. Following the rope to the
calf, the cowboy tosses the calf to the ground and ties any three of its legs, usually two hind feet and
one front foot.
When the tie is secure, the roper throws his hands in the air as a signal to the flag judge. He then
remounts his horse and rides toward the calf to remove the tension in the rope. The calf must remain
tied for six seconds after the rope is slack or the cowboy receives a “no time.”

Additionally, if the cowboy and his horse break the barrier at the beginning of the event, 10 seconds are
added to the time. In an event that separates champions by mere fractions of a second, such a penalty
can knock a cowboy out of placing in the prize money.

Team Roping
Team roping is truly a team event from every aspect —
teamwork between horse and rider and teamwork
between two ropers. Success in this event is dependent
on the skills of both cowboys.
The first roper, called the header, waits behind a barrier
while the steer is given a head start. The header pursues
the steer and must rope it with one of three legal
catches — around both horns, around one horn and the
head, or around the neck. Any other catch by the header
is considered illegal and the team is disqualified. If the
header breaks the barrier coming out of the starting box, the team is given a 10-second penalty.
After the header makes his catch and dallies his rope, he must change the direction of the steer to
position its legs for his partner, the heeler. The heeler must rope both of the steer’s hind legs while
being careful not to catch the front feet. If he catches only one hind foot, the team is assessed a fivesecond penalty. The clock is stopped after the steer is caught, there is no slack left in the ropes and the
horses are facing one another.
Saddle Bronc Riding
One of the most difficult events to learn and one of the most rhythmic events to watch, saddle bronc
riding is considered rodeo’s “classic event”– evolving from the ranch work of breaking and training
horses.
Many cowboys say that bronc riding is the most difficult roughstock event to master because of its
stringent technical requirements. The rider holds onto a soft, woven riding rein attached to the horse’s
halter and sits in a specially-made saddle with a sheepskin lining.

Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

Bareback Riding
Bareback riding is a demanding rodeo event that
combines a strong arm and an even stronger sense of
balance and control. With only one hand, the rider grips
the “rigging,” a leather handhold tied behind the horse’s
front legs, and uses his skill and agility to ride the bronc
for eight seconds.
Coming out of the chute, the rider must have his feet
above the break of the horse’s shoulder until the horse’s
front feet hit the arena ground for the first time. The
rider is disqualified and receives no score if he fails to do
this or if his free hand comes into contact with the horse, himself or rigging at any time during the ride.
Once out of the chute, the rider should move in time with the bronc’s jumps by continuing the spurring
motion with his dull rowel spurs. As the bronc bucks, the rider pulls his knees up, pulling the spurs to the
point of the horse’s shoulders. As the horse descends, the rider straightens his legs, placing his feet back
over the horse’s shoulder in anticipation of the next jump.
The judges score both the horse and rider, looking at the horse’s bucking action and the cowboy’s
spurring technique. The judges also look for the rider’s willingness to lean far back on the horse and
adjust to the horse’s action.
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With the first jump out of the chute, the rider must
“mark out” – his feet must touch the horse’s shoulders
on the first jump. The rider is disqualified and receives a
“no score” if he misses the mark out.

Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

Steer Wrestling
Steer wrestling, also known as bulldogging, began in the
early 1900s with the legendary Bill Picket. Since then, it
has become the quickest event in rodeo. Using only
leverage and strength, the “bulldogger” (steer wrestler)
stops a 450-750 lb. steer and wrestles it to the ground.
The steer wrestler begins this event atop his horse
behind a barrier. A second cowboy, called a hazer, sits ready on horseback on the opposite side of the
steer and will prevent the steer from veering away from the contestant during the run. After the steer is
given a head start, the steer wrestler and hazer chase the steer on their horses, one on each side, until
the steer wrestler is in position to dismount onto the
racing steer.
Once in position, the steer wrestler slides from his saddle
and reaches for the steer’s horns. Proper leverage is a
key as the contestant hooks his arms around the steer’s
horns and digs his heels into the arena dirt to stop the
steer and bring it to the ground.
The contestant’s time is declared when the steer is on its
side with all four legs pointing in the same direction. As in
other timed events, a 10-second penalty is added for
breaking the start barrier.
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Bull Riding
Whether it is the thrill of seeing man versus beast or the excitement of watching finely tuned athletes
on the roughest rides of their lives, rodeo fans love bull riding and have made it one of rodeo's most
popular events.
A challenging event requiring balance, control and a
strong arm, bull riding matches man against animal with
the ultimate goal being a successful eight-second ride.
The bull rider uses a flat-braided rope with a single handhold that is pulled tight behind the bull’s shoulders and
held fast by the cowboy’s riding hand. The cowboy must
stay on the bull using only one hand on the rope. A
weighted bell attached to this rope hangs underneath
the bull and falls free from the animal at the end of the
ride.
With the bull spinning, turning and kicking, the cowboy
isn’t required to spur but will often move his dull rowel spurs along the bull to maintain contact and
balance. Spurring to accommodate the bull’s bucking style and to increase control will add points to the
contestant’s score.
The rider is disqualified if his free hand touches the bull or himself during the ride or the rider hits the
ground before the eight-second buzzer. As in all roughstock events, the bull’s bucking efforts account for
half the rider’s score.
Chuck Wagon Races
With the sound of a whistle, every heart in Reliant Stadium leaps along with those hard-running ponies!
Known for its tight turns at fast speeds, the chuck wagon races are a favorite at RODEOHOUSTON™.

Often called the “mess wagon,” the chuck wagon, so called because it
carried the “chuck” — spuds, flour, beans and coffee — was a traveling
cafeteria for cowboys on the range in the days of the Old West.
Invented by pioneer rancher Charles Goodnight, the chuck wagon was
the heart of any outfit. This canvas-topped wagon was more than just a
place to eat; it was the locker room, a post office and a social club.
The camp cook was always the first to strike out toward the next stop.
When traveling back and forth became boring and tedious, the rugged
cowboys decided to race their wagons. The last to arrive was to pay for the first round at the town
saloon — perhaps the real reason for organizing this rangeland derby. Traveling was more than just a
journey; it was now a competition between the chuck wagon drivers.
Today, these chuck wagons race for entertainment. Unwritten rules require the lead driver to move his
team to the outside portion of the track, giving up the inside lane so other teams can catch up. Pulled by
specially bred teams of ponies, these lightweight chuck wagons perform in ways the ranch wagon never
could.
Now one of the most popular events at the Rodeo, the miniature chuck wagon races feature teams
racing up to 30 miles an hour, sometimes on two wheels, around the Reliant Stadium floor while the
crowd of thousands cheer on their pick.

Barrel Racing
Barrel racing is an event of pure precision and teamwork
between horse and rider and a display of horsemanship
skills in which timing is everything. Over the years, barrel
racing has evolved into a multimillion dollar sport
supported by the Professional Women’s Barrel Racing.
Entering the arena at full speed, the horse and rider must
complete a cloverleaf pattern around the barrels to either
the left or right. Any deviation from the pattern results in
disqualification. Precision turns at a high rate of speed are
essential for success in this timed event. Because of the
speed in this event, times are measured in hundredths of
a second by electronic timers.
With the tight turns, occasionally a barrel is knocked over. Riders may
attempt to keep the barrels upright by touching them since a fallen barrel
adds five seconds to the rider’s time.
Mutton Bustin
In 2009, mutton bustin' was added to the event line-up at RODEOHOUSTON.
Mutton bustin' followed the Calf Scramble event, just prior to the
beginning of the concert. Each performance, 10 riders took a ride on

Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

Calf Scramble
The line of distinctive red-and white-shirted competitors
files into Reliant Stadium in grim determination. One of
the wildest, most spirited and extremely heartwarming
events at RODEOHOUSTON is about to begin! With the drop
of a hat, 14 calves race away from 28 youngsters armed
with only a rope halter and a dream. Spectators look on
in awe as the group of Texas 4-H and FFA members
pursue their dream. With kids and calves scattered
about and darting in every direction across the Reliant
Stadium floor, the Calf Scramble becomes one of the most chaotic, unscripted events of RODEOHOUSTON.
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sheep for a chance at the champion mutton bustin' buckle.
All mutton bustin' participants must be between the ages of five and six years old and not weigh more
than 60 pounds. Participants will attempt to ride a "mutton" or sheep the longest.
Horse Show

Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

The Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo™ hosts a premier Horse
Show and brings some of the nation’s most popular breeds to the
Houston area. Horses from the American Paint Horse Association,
American Quarter Horse Association and the Palomino Horse
Breeders of America boast impressive classes in conformation,
horsemanship and horsepower.
Unique classes such as “most colorful,” costume, jumping and speed,
with traditional classes of halter, reining and English events,
entertain the audience while showcasing these versatile animals.
Show visitors can cheer their favorites as these top competitors vie for a champion title and other
prizes.
A Donkey and Mule Show features classes of talented donkeys and mules jumping, pulling carts and
competing with the nation’s top animals. In addition to the horse and donkey and mule shows, a
National Cutting Horse Association-sanctioned cutting is held the first week of the Show. Cutting horses
are among the most athletic and energetic when shown.
In the hard-riding Team Penning contest, a team of three riders cut and pen
three head of cattle with the same identification number from a larger herd
— all within a 60-second time period! Two riders move 10 head of cattle in
numerical order down the pen in the Ranch Sorting competition. This
precision event gets the crowd going! The Ranch Rodeo showcases “cow
work” at its finest! Teams are invited to compete in Old West type events
such as calf “branding.”
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Cutting Horse Show
Houston’s NCHA- and AQHA-sanctioned cutting horse competition is always
a crowd favorite. In a typical cutting horse contest, a herd of 25 - 30 cattle
are held at one end of the arena. Once a horse’s name is called, its rider will
guide it into the herd toward the cow which the rider thinks will best
challenge the horse’s “cutting” ability.
The horse will then drive that cow out of the herd to the center of the arena,
where the cow is met by two “turn-back” riders. These riders drive the cow back toward the cutting
horse and the herd beyond and the contest begins.
Each contest is 2.5 minutes long, with the cow wanting to reach the herd and the cutting horse wanting
to prevent its return. Judges evaluate how hard the horse has been challenged by the cow, how the
horse handled the challenges and what, if any, mistakes were made. The judge scores the horse
between 60 and 80 points.
Using a two-judge scoring system, Houston’s cutting competition includes open, non-pro, novice, limited
amateur and youth contests.
Donkey and Mule Show
This event not only highlights donkey and mule competition, but
it also features the popular mule pull, donkey snigging and the
donkey single hitch obstacle driving contests. Competition also
includes the “Ear of the Year” awards for the donkey and mule
whose measurable ear spans are the widest.

Paint Horse Show
According to the Spanish historian Diaz del Castillo, who traveled
with the Hernando Cortes expedition to the Americas in the
1500s, one of the horses brought along was described as a pinto
with white stockings on his forefeet. The other was described as
a dark roan horse with white patches. These were the first
known recorded descriptions of early Paint Horses in the New
World. The interest in these colorful horses grew, and in 1965,
the American Paint Horse Association was formed in Fort Worth,
Texas.
All horses in the Paint Horse Show must be registered with the American Paint Horse Association. The
Paint Horse breed is based on color requirements for registration. Horses are judged on the horses’
ability to display the desired movements through a trail or reining pattern (spinning, going over
obstacles and changing gaits) or the riders’ ability to maneuver the horse through a specified jumping
over fences, English equitation or Western horsemanship pattern.
Premium prize monies are awarded in many classes, along with prizes for High-Point and Overall Horses
and riders in their divisions. Past prizes have included saddles, savings bonds, belt buckles, saddle pads
and directors chairs.

Quarter Horse Show
The American Quarter Horse established a bold reputation as the greatest cattle roundup and trail
driving horse in history and would never be forgotten by early American racing enthusiasts. To ensure
the unique qualities of this breed did not perish, a group of American Quarter Horse enthusiasts met in
1940 in Ft. Worth, Texas, to establish what was to become the largest equine breed registry in the
world, the American Quarter Horse Association.
Houston draws its share of the 4.4 million total registered Quarter Horses to
compete in Halter, where the horse’s body condition, fitness, confirmation and
overall health is judged; English, where the desired
traits of a Hunter-type horse are judged; and Western,
which encompasses the traits desired in a Trail,
Cutting, or Western Pleasure-type horse. The Quarter
Horse is the desired horse to compete on in
associations such as the National Cutting Horse
Association and the National Reined Cowhorse
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Palomino Horse Show
Everything turns golden at Reliant Arena during the Palomino Horse Show! The Palomino Horse
Breeders of America is a color-based horse association desiring registered horses to embody traits of
golden coat color and white mane and tail. Originating in the late 1930s in California, this breed is
known for its versatility and its most famous member, “Trigger,” Roy Rogers’ partner in the Wild West!
These golden horses compete in traditional classes of Halter, English and Western events.
Some of the larger classes include Hunter Under Saddle, Western Pleasure and Trail. The horses’ ability
to move in a correct, structured manner of either a Hunter-type or Pleasuretype horse is judged in the Hunter Under Saddle and Western Pleasure
classes. In Trail, a rider must correctly maneuver the horse through a set of
obstacles that includes a gate, a walk-over bridge, poles spaced to trot or
lope over, and an obstacle to back through.
Special Awards are given to the High Point horse and rider team in youth and
Walk-Trot Youth divisions. All-Around awards are given to horses amassing
the most points competing in open halter and at least two open performance classes. Prizes range from
savings bonds and belt buckles to saddles and saddle pads.
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Association for its athleticism and intelligence.
Youth classes are among the largest in entries and are broken into three age divisions: Novice Youth, 13
& Under and 14-18. High Point horse and rider awards are given in each division. Select Amateur, Novice
Amateur, Amateur and Open divisions are awarded High-Points as well as premium added monies in
many classes. In the past, awards have included saddles, laptops, horse blankets, halters and saddle
pads for all divisions.
Ranch Rodeo
Relive the Old West by watching the Houston Livestock Show
and Rodeo Ranch Rodeo held in Reliant Arena. This fast-paced,
rough-and-tough competition will feature cowboys and cowgirls
competing for the fastest times in events that include calf
“branding” (using chalk), wild cow milking, bronc riding and
pasture doctoring. This forerunner to modern rodeo
competitions offers the visitor a look at traditional ranch life
close up! This is an opportunity to see “cow work” at its finest.
Team Penning and Ranch Sorting
Team Penning features a team of three riders who cut from the herd and pen three head of cattle with
the same identification number — all within a 60-second time period. Before the time begins, all cattle
are bunched on the opposite side of the arena. The judge signals that all is ready with the raise of a flag.
Once the flag is dropped, contestants are given their cattle penning
number as the nose of the first horse crosses the start line. Any
incorrectly numbered cattle that cross over the foul line can result in a
disqualification.
Ranch Sorting calls for competitors (two riders per team) to move 10
head of cattle from one pen to another in numerical order, beginning
with a randomly called number between zero and nine, i.e. if “six” is
called, the cattle must be penned starting with animal six, then seven,
and so on, with animal number five penned last. If a cow passes into the
pen out of numerical sequence, the team is disqualified.
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Terminology & Scores
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Horse Show Terminology
canter - one of the four natural gaits of a horse.
Slower than a gallop, this is a three beat gait.
Used in English disciplines
colt - a young male horse (usually under 4 years)
dam - the mother of a horse
english - a style of riding that includes many
sports such as dressage, racing, jumping,
combined training, hunter under saddle, hunt
seat equitation and more. Characterized by a
saddle that is smaller and plainer than a Western
saddle with no large pommel or horn
equestrian - one who rides horseback
equitation - English (Hunt Seat Equitation) classes
in which the rider, not the horse, is judged. The
rider must demonstrate good seat and hands,
and sufficient management of the horse to

perform the required pattern.
equine - the scientific name for horses
filly - a young female horse (usually under 4 years)
foal - young horse or mule of either sex
gelding - a castrated male horse
hunter under saddle - an English class in which
the horse's movement is judged along the rail.
The horse is required to walk, trot and canter in
each direction. Long, low reaching strides are
ideal.
jack - a male uncastrated donkey
jenny - a female donkey
jog - a slow trot, mostly in Western disciplines.
lope - a slow canter, used mostly in Western
disciplines.
mare - a female horse (usually more than 4 years
of age)
mule - the result of cross-breeding a female horse

Livestock Terminology
barrow - a young, castrated male pig
boar - an uncastrated male pig
bovine - the scientific name for cattle
broilers - chickens that are six to 13 weeks of age
bull - a sexually mature male bovine
calf - a sexually immature young bovine
cavy - a particular breed of guinea pig
cow - a mature female bovine
doe - an adult, female rabbit or goat
ewe - a female sheep
gilt - a young female pig
heifer - a female bovine less than three years of
age which has not borne a calf
hen - an adult female chicken or turkey
hog - a mature swine (usually weighing more than
120 pounds)
kid - a young goat
lamb - a sheep less than one year in age
livestock - domestic farm animals kept for
productive purposes (meat, milk, work, wool)
market animal - livestock bred and produced for
food consumption
pig - a young swine (usually weighing less than
120 lbs.)
polled - a naturally hornless animal
ram - a male sheep
ratite - a species of bird consisting of rheas,

ostriches and emus
rooster - an adult male chicken
sow - a mature female swine
steer - a castrated male bovine
swine - the scientific name for pigs and hogs
wether - a castrated male sheep or goat
Rodeo Terminology
arena director - one who is responsible for seeing
that the rodeo events proceed smoothly and
according to the rules. He supervises jobs and
details associated with the rodeo and the arena
itself (such as loading the chutes, keeping the
arena clear, repairing the arena surface, etc.)
aggregate - the aggregate total score or time of
the contestant in all rounds of the rodeo or all
the rounds added together (i.e., a contestants
score in the first go-round is 9, and the second
go-round score is 10, so the aggregate is 19)
barrier - a rope stretched across the front end of
the box from which the roper's or steer
wrestler's horse comes when the barrier flag
drops to give the steer or calf a head start
bronc - a wild or untamed horse
chaps - widely flared leather leggings, worn over
blue jeans to accentuate bucking action and
protect the rider's legs
dally - to wrap the end of the rope around the
saddle horn immediately after an animal is
roped
flank strap - sheepskin-lined strap with a selfholding buckle passed around the flank of a
bronc or bull, used to enhance bucking action
go-round - the portion of rodeo competition
allowing each contestant to compete on one
head of stock; the number of go-rounds varies
with the rodeo. At RODEOHOUSTON™ there are
three go-rounds in each Super Series.
mark-out - when a bronc rider keeps his heels
ahead of the horse's shoulders on the first jump
out of the chute (missing the mark results in
disqualification)
no time/ no score - what a cowboy/cowgirl
receives when he/she is disqualified for any
reason
NFR - National Finals Rodeo held each year in Las
Vegas, Nev., by the PRCA.
pickup man - the horseback cowboy in the arena
who rescues or "picks up" the saddle bronc and
bareback bronc riders from their horses after a
ride
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with a male donkey
sire - the father of a horse
stallion - uncastrated male horse of 4 years or
more
trot - one of the four gaits of a horse. Used in
English disciplines
Western - a style of riding that includes many
events such as Trail, Western Pleasure,
Horsemanship, Western Riding, Reining, Cutting,
Roping and many more. Characterized by the
larger saddle which includes a pommel and
saddle horn.
Western horsemanship - a Western class in which
the rider is judged on their poise, position and
seat. Required to complete a pattern provided
by the judge.
Western pleasure - a Western class in which the
horse's movement is judged along the rail. The
horse is required to walk, jog and lope in both
directions. A slow legged, smooth moving
animal, which gives the appearance of being a
pleasure to ride is ideal.
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PRCA/PWBR - Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association/ Women's Professional Rodeo
Association, the governing bodies for
professional cowboy and cowgirl athletes,
respectively
rigging - the leather pad in bareback bronc riding
or the rope in bull riding on to which the cowboy
holds
roughstock events - rodeo events based on
scores, such as bareback riding, saddle bronc
riding and bull riding
spurs - attached to the heel of boots used by
riders to urge a horse forward to buck or to hang
on to a bull
stock contractor - provides animals for the rodeo
timed events - rodeo events based on speed, such
as tie-down roping, steer wrestling, team roping
and barrel racing
timers - official rodeo personnel who use timekeeping equipment (stop watches, electric eyes,
etc.) to keep the official time in all timed events
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Rodeo Scoring
To judge fairly and accurately and to appreciate
the efforts of the contestants, judges must watch
the brute raw strength of the livestock as well as
the maneuvers of the cowboy. Because the
livestock's performance accounts for half the
rider's score, judges look at darts, dives, twists
and rolls. The tougher the ride, the more points
the bull or bronc will be scored by the judges.
failing to spur: In bareback bronc and saddle
bronc riding, the spurs must be touching the
horse over the shoulders when the front hooves
hit the ground during the first jump out of the
chute. If a saddle bronc or bareback bronc rider
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fails to do this, he will be disqualified.
touching the livestock, rigging or himself: The
rider cannot touch any of these with his free
hand in bareback bronc, saddle bronc or bull
riding. If he does, the judge will disqualify him.
losing a stirrup: If a rider loses a stirrup before the
end of his eight-second ride in saddle bronc
riding, the judge will make a hand signal to the
announcers and timers immediately.
scoring the rider: The rider must mark out his
horse with the first jump out of the chute. The
cowboy must ride for eight seconds. The judge
awards points primarily for spurring action in
bareback and saddle bronc riding. The rider loses
points if his toes are not turned out with his
spurs in contact with the horse; if spurring is not
continuous throughout the ride; and if he is not
balanced and in control (body must be centered,
not tilted). Points are gained or lost according to
the rider's rhythm and timing with the horse's
bucking. In bull riding, points are scored by the
rider maintaining body control and position
regardless of what the bull is doing. Spurring is
not required in bull riding, but definitely adds
points to the score.
scoring the livestock: High kicking action with
hind legs fully extended makes for a better
score. The strength and force of the livestock's
bucking efforts are important. Judges look at
how hard the livestock tried to throw off its
rider. Points are given every time the livestock
changes directions and spins. Rolling and
twisting add points to the score, because
livestock that bucks sideways is harder to ride.

Reliant Stadium Map

Parking
Main Street Yellow Lot
• Enter gate 16
• $12
South Kirby Blue Lot
• Daytime Parking (enter gate 9)
- $7 (7 a.m. - 1 p.m., vehicles
must be out by 3 p.m.)
• After Daytime Parking (enter
gate 8 or 9) - $12
Wes, Mar 9th
…
Thu, Mar 10th
…
Fri, Mar 11th
…
Sat, Mar 12th

Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

Transportation to airport
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Departure IAH
KL662 reference # CKRKZE

16:15 Houston IAH, Terminal D
08:25 Amsterdam

VIP Lounge IAH

Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo

Location Terminal C
CONTINENTAL PRESIDENTS CLUB 05:30 - 19:30 daily
Airside - North Concourse, towards Gate C24.
CONTINENTAL PRESIDENTS CLUB 05:30 - 21:00 Sunday
Airside - South Concourse, towards Gate C33.
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Houston - Amsterdam - Milano
Arrival AMS
KL662 reference # CKRKZE

08:25 Amsterdam

KL1627 reference # CKRKZE

13:15 Amsterdam
14:55 Milano Malpensa, Terminal 1

Departure AMS

VIP Lounge AMS
Location Terminal 1
MENZIES LOUNGE 211 06:00 - 20:30 daily
Airside - near Gates B and C on the Top Floor, Schengen Area. Follow signs to the Lounge located
across the Food Court on the right hand side.
SERVISAIR SCHENGEN LOUNGE 05:30 - 21:00 daily
Airside - near to Gates B and C on the Top Floor, Schengen Area. Follow signs 'Servisair Lounge
No.20'. The Lounge is located directly behind the Ticket Control.

Houston - Amsterdam - Milano

Arrival MXP
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Indirizzi utili
Ambasciata d'Italia in Canberra (Australia)
12 Grey Street, Deakin
Deakin ACT 2600 - Australia
Tel.: +61 2 62733333
Fax: +61 2 62734223
Cellulare di emergenza: +61 418 266349
Consolato Onorario d'Italia in Lautoka
Console Onorario: Sig.ra Taeko Trabish Ruggiero
PO Box 5240 Lautoka, Fiji Islands
Tel: (+679) 664011 o 6662896
Fax: (+679) 6661773
E-mail: medvillas@connect.com.fj (English only)
Telefoni di emergenza:
polizia: 917
vigili del fuoco e ambulanza: 911
Nai’a boat
Fiji resort
Fiji tour operator
Pacific Air
Delta
SouthWest

Indirizzi utili

KLM
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CHECK-IN
• Re-confirm your flights 72-hours prior to departure and double check flight times and numbers.
• Pack carefully. Most airlines strictly adhere to the luggage limit per piece.
• Lost/delayed luggage problems are usually avoided by personally checking in bags with the carrier
taking you to Fiji. If you are connecting from another airline before a Fiji flight, collect your bags from
that original flight and check them in again prior to your Fiji departure.
ARRIVAL IN NADI
• To clear customs and immigration in Fiji you must show your valid passport and return ticket.
• As a tourist, you do not need a visa for stays under 120 days.
• Before departing the airport, change some money at the bank in the international terminal (which
opens to correspond with flight arrivals).
TRANSFER TO NAI’A
• Your cruise aboard NAI’A begins at the Lautoka Wharf at 2:00 pm on Saturday. We will provide
transport from Nadi-area hotels and the airport at about 1:00 pm.
• Please make sure to notify our office of your pick-up location well in advance.
• On-board you will receive an orientation while your luggage is taken to your stateroom. Light snacks
will be served as we make our way to the afternoon’s dive site.
VOYAGING
• NAI’A’s precise itinerary is weather dependent, however the first location will provide ideal checkout dive conditions - relatively shallow and calm, but still spectacular.
• No major crossing is made until after the first day - there’s plenty of time to get your sea legs.
• Three dives are scheduled for the final full day, as well as time to wash and dry diving gear.
DISEMBARKING & DEPARTURE
• Flight confirmations and day room bookings are made during the trip via radio to our office.
• On the day the charter ends, continental breakfast will be served before we bid you farewell.
• Air-conditioned vehicles will transfer you to your hotel or to Nadi airport.
• If your flight home departs in the evening, we recommend you book a day room where you can
store your luggage while you tour for the day and relax and shower before the flight.
• Be sure to keep $20 (Fijian currency only) per person aside for departure tax from Nadi airport.
WHAT TO BRING
• Pack a warm sweater and pants - life at sea is cooler than in shore-based resorts, especially after
multiple dives each day. We want you to enjoy the starry night sky and the fresh air! For more
information on air temperature see our website www.naia.com.fj/research/weather.html.
• Most NAI’A divers require at least a 3mm wetsuit or Polartec in our summer months (NovemberMar). We recommend either a one-piece 5mm suit for winter, or the addition of a hood or hooded
vest to your 3mm suit. Warm divers stay under longer so don’t skimp on protection. For more
information on Fiji temperature please see our website www.naia.com.fj/research/water.html.
• Feel free to bring your choice of music, books or videos for your entertainment. NAI’A has a limited
collected of CDs, tapes, paperbacks and movies that you are welcome to use. Our crew would
greatly appreciate current news, science, or other magazines, as they are hard to come by here.
• Don’t forget your diving certification card!
During your cruise we will visit a Fijian village on a remote island. If you would like to bring a gift to the
village, we would suggest toothpaste and tooth brushes, school bags, rain boots and rain coats for the
children, second-hand clothing for adults and children, hand soap, preferably biodegradable, solar
powered flashlights and radios, basic medical supplies like big bandages, dressings, antibiotic cream and
basic antibiotics.
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Check list

Check list
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Subacquea
Leo Nanda
Borsa bagnata
 
Muta 6 mm
Cappuccio 6 mm
Muta 3 mm
 
GAV
GAV
 
Tasche
 
Duck Dive Alert
 
Targhetta DAN
 
Gancio erogatore  
Gancio retraibile  
Shaker
 
Safety Sausage
 
Fischietto
 
Moschettoni inox  
Pinne
 
Scarpette
 
Calzini
 
Guanti
 
Snorkel
 
Aggancio snorkel
 
Defog
 
Computer
 
Octopus
Erogatore
 
Erogatore rispetto  
Frusta GAV
 
Manometro
 
Coltello

Cintura pesi
Pesi
Bussola
Moschettoni grandi  
Lampade
LPxx

Q40 (4 HR14)

Wxx (4 AA)
 
Flashing (2 AA)
 
Batterie 16 x AA

Batterie 12 x HR14 
Ricarica batterie

Materiale di scorta
Lucciola (4 HR14) 
Lucchetti vari


“O”ring vari

Raccordo GAV
 
Moschettoni inox 
Grilli inox

Lacci e cinturini

Gancio retraibile 
Cordino nero

Gancio erogatore 
Attrezzatura varia Leo Nanda
Dry Bag

Document Dry Bag

Plastic Bags

Occhiali sole
 
Occhiali bianchi
 
Binocolo
 
Orologio waterproof  
Coltellino Grande

Coltellino Piccolo

Elastici

Matita

Temperamatite

Gomma

Penna biro

Post-it

Blocchetto appunti 
Adattatori prese
Universale

US

GB

ZA

AUS

Lucchetti TSA

Targhette valige
 
Documenti
Leo Nanda
Passaporto
 
Fotocopie Passaporto  
Visti d’ingresso
 
Carta identità
 
Certificazioni Scuba
PADI 
 
PADI 

CMAS 

Nitrox
 
DAN
 
Patente auto

Italiana
 
Internazionale

Patente nautica

Tessera sanitaria
 
Certificati vaccinazioni
Generale
 
Febbre gialla
 
Tessera ordine medici

Carte&Denaro
Leo Nanda
American Express
 
CartaSI VISA
 
KeyClient prepagata 
MilleMiglia
 
Miles&More
 
IBERIAplus
 
Priority Pass
 
Valuta estera

Biglietti e voucher Leo Nanda
Biglietti aerei
 
Voucher
Transportation
 
Noleggi auto
 
Alberghi
 
Crociere
 
Ferry
 
Tour vari
 
Waiver diving
 
Numeri utili, psw, etc.  
Fotografia
Leo Nanda
Camera

Busta protezione

Caricabatteria

Batteria scorta

Cappuccio batterie 
Cavo USB

SD Memory scorta 
Pennello pulizia

Fazzolettini pulizia

Straccio pulizia

Valigetta mini

Valigetta
Scafandro

Paraluce flash

Silicone

“O”ring scafandro 

General Plan

Sat, 2/19

DL161 (ref. CKRKZE)
(ref. 80RWGX7)

Sun, 2/20
Mon, 2/21

FJ811 (ref. YKBZRT)

Tue, 2/22

Wes, 2/23
Thu, 2/24
Fri, 2/25
Sat, 2/26

11.15 Milano Malpensa, Terminal 1
14:25 New York JFK, Terminal 3
19:00 New York JFK, Terminal 2
22.17 Los Angeles, Terminal 5
6225 West Century Blvd
21:30 Los Angeles Int’l, Bradley Term.
05:15 Nadi Int’l
Transportation to Pacific Harbor
Apartment 117
Belo Circle, Pacific Harbour
Leisure in the island
Leisure in the island
Leisure in the island
Leisure in the island
Transportation to Lautoka Wharf
Boarding Nai’a at 2 pm

Sun, 2/27
06:15
07:00
09:00
10:30
12:00
14:00
…
17:30
19:00
20:30

Mon, 2/28
Tue, 3/1
Wes, 3/2
Thu, 3/3
Fri, 3/4
Sat, 3/5
Sun, 3/6
Mon, 3/7

Tue, 3/8

FJ810 (ref. YKBZRT)
WN1241 (ref. DN5WYB)

Wes, 3/9
Thu, 3/10
Fri, 3/11

Sat, 3/12
Sun, 3/13

KL662 (ref. CKRKZE)
KL1627 (ref. CKRKZE)

Day Schedule
coffee, tea, juice, toast, cereal, fruit
st
1 dive
Breakfast
nd
2 dive
Lunch
rd
3 dive
Snacks
th
4 dive (dusk)
Dinner
th
5 dive (night)

Disembark at 9 am
Leisure in the island
22:50 Nadi Int’l Airport
12:05 Los Angeles Int’l, Bradley Term.
LAX inter terminal transportation
17:50 Los Angeles Int’l, Terminal 1
22:45 Houston Hobby
Transportation to Sprung’s
Livestock Show and Rodeo day #1
Livestock Show and Rodeo day #2
Livestock Show and Rodeo day #3
Transportation to airport
16:15 Houston IAH, Terminal D
08:25 Amsterdam
13:15 Amsterdam
14:55 Milano Malpensa, Terminal 1

General Plan

DL2363 (ref. CKRKZE)
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